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Abstract 

Solid-gas interactions at electrode surfaces determine the efficiency of solid-oxide fuel cells and 

electrolyzers. Here, the correlation between surface-gas kinetics and the crystal orientation of 

perovskite electrodes is studied in the model system La0.8Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8O3. The gas-exchange 

kinetics are characterized by synthesizing epitaxial half-cell geometries where three single-variant 

surfaces are produced [i.e., La0.8Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8O3/La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.95Mg0.05O3-δ/SrRuO3/ SrTiO3 (001), 

(110), and (111)]. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and electrical conductivity relaxation 

measurements reveal a strong surface-orientation dependency of the gas-exchange kinetics, 

wherein (111)-oriented surfaces exhibit an activity >3-times higher as compared to (001)-oriented 

surfaces. Oxygen partial pressure ( 𝑝𝑂2
) dependent electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

studies reveal that while the three surfaces have different gas-exchange kinetics, the reaction 

mechanisms and rate-limiting steps are the same (i.e., charge-transfer to the diatomic oxygen 

species). First-principles calculations suggest that the formation energy of vacancies and 

adsorption at the various surfaces is different and influenced by the surface polarity. Finally, 

synchrotron-based, ambient-pressure X-ray spectroscopies reveal distinct electronic changes and 

surface chemistry among the different surface orientations. Taken together, thin-film epitaxy 

provides an efficient approach to control and understand the electrode reactivity ultimately 

demonstrating that the (111)-surface exhibits a high density of active surface sites which leads to 

higher activity. 

 

Introduction 

Strong interactions with gas molecules at the solid-gas interface have made perovskite ABO3 

oxides promising electrode candidates for intermediate-temperature solid-oxide fuel cells and 
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electrolyzers1–3. Nevertheless, the rate of oxygen electrocatalysis at the electrode surface remains 

one of the major factors that limits device efficiency. Extensive work has been performed to 

understand the surface-gas kinetics of perovskite electrodes and its correlation with specific 

properties such that better electrodes can be designed. Compositional screening has identified 

important electronic factors, such as the occupancy of the B-site cation eg orbitals4,5 or the relative 

position of the oxygen 2p band center6, both of which can act as descriptors for predicting high 

electrochemical activity. As such, controlling the electronic structure of perovskite electrodes via 

chemical-doping has been the prevailing route to optimize gas-exchange kinetics.  

Beyond chemistry control, advances in thin-film synthesis now enable researchers to study 

surface reactions on an oriented single-crystal facet where extrinsic factors of bulk ceramics can 

be eliminated, and new methods of structural control can be realized. For instance, epitaxial strain 

has been found to influence both the surface-gas kinetics and ionic conductivity of perovskites, 

where the B-O-B bond strength and angle have been identified as important factors affecting both 

oxygen exchange and mobility7–11. Other studies have focused on the relative importance of both 

surface-termination and sub-surface chemistry of (001)-oriented perovskite surfaces in dictating 

electrochemical reaction rates12–15. Perovskite electrodes with different exposed crystallographic 

orientations have also been reported to have different electrochemical reaction rates16–18. Attempts 

to study surface-orientation effects on the gas-exchange kinetics of perovskite electrodes have 

been accomplished by growing single-layer-perovskite electrodes on perovskite substrates, 

typically employing techniques such as isotope-tracer diffusion, electrical-conductivity relaxation 

and solution-based electrochemical cells16–22. Generally, such studies point to faster kinetics on 

(111) surfaces and slow kinetics on (001) surfaces, whereas (110) surfaces have provided 

somewhat contradictory results16–18,22. Nevertheless, there remains a need for detailed mechanistic 
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insights on orientation dependence. Here, we focus on the role of surface orientation in dictating 

the gas-reaction kinetics of perovskite electrodes. 

Examining the impact of surface orientations on gas-exchange kinetics requires the 

construction of well-defined electrode surfaces and a reliable probe of the gas-exchange kinetics. 

Previous AC-impedance studies on electrochemical cells composed of yttria-stabilized zirconia 

(YSZ) or other fluorite-based electrolytes with perovskite micro-electrodes have provided 

mechanistic insight about the surface-gas reactions23–25. The structural mismatch, however, 

between the electrode and electrolyte results in the creation of polycrystalline electrodes and/or 

the formation of defective heterointerfaces. Such defects can complicate the interpretation of 

results and limit control of the perovskite-electrode structure (e.g., varying the surface orientations, 

and/or altering the strain). Here, we bridge the gap between half-cell-based electrochemical-

impedance spectroscopy studies and epitaxial thin-film studies by developing an all-perovskite, 

epitaxial half-cell heterostructure to examine the orientation-dependent gas-exchange kinetics. 

Both approaches assure the level of synthetic control typically associated with high-quality 

epitaxial thin films for further quantitative surface analysis.  

In particular, we utilize epitaxial thin-films of La0.8Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ (LSCF) on SrTiO3 

substrates as a model system to probe electrochemical differences between different 

crystallographic surfaces. Preliminary studies based on electrical-conductivity-relaxation establish 

that (111) surfaces have the fastest reaction rates, while (001) surfaces are slowest, and (110) 

surfaces have an intermediate reaction rate. We proceed to develop all-perovskite epitaxial thin-

film half-cells of the form 30 nm LSCF (working electrode)/150 nm La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.95Mg0.05O3-δ 

(LSGM, electrolyte)/20 nm SrRuO3 (counter electrode)/SrTiO3 (001), (110), and (111) with the 

film orientation being set by the substrate. Electrical measurements of the epitaxial half-cells are 
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achieved via microfabrication of the top working electrode (LSCF) into well-defined circular 

electrodes and applying small AC voltages between the working and counter electrodes. 

Electrochemical-impedance spectroscopy reveals that, at 350°C, the (111) surfaces have a gas-

kinetic-rate constant more than 3- and 2-times higher than that of the (001) and (110) surfaces, 

respectively. Oxygen-partial pressure (𝑝𝑂2
) dependent electrochemical-impedance spectroscopy 

of the half-cells suggests that the rate-limiting step of the surface reaction is the charge-transfer 

process to adsorbed oxygen adatoms (for 𝑝𝑂2
 > 1 Torr) and the absorbance of oxygen molecules 

(for 𝑝𝑂2
 < 1 Torr) for all three surface orientations. This indicates that while similar surface 

reactions occur on all three orientations, the (111) surfaces contain more active reaction sites to 

account for the differences. Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations reveal that the different 

surfaces have different stability with respect to the process of vacancy formation and oxygen 

adsorption, which stabilizes different surface chemistries. This is corroborated by ambient-

pressure X-ray photoelectron (AP-XPS) and absorption spectroscopy (AP-XAS), which reveal the 

presence of different surface chemistries, with the (111) surfaces containing more oxygen 

vacancies, less surface-strontium segregation, and more near-surface B-site cations. This study 

reveals the importance of surface versus bulk chemistry and the role that vacancy-formation energy 

plays in stabilizing surface chemistries that promote oxygen exchange.  

 

Experimental 

Synthesis of epitaxial thin-films and half-cell structures 

The thin-film heterostructures were synthesized via pulsed-laser deposition using a KrF excimer 

laser (248 nm; LPX 305, Coherent, Inc.) on SrTiO3 (001), (110), and (111) substrates (Crystec, 

GmBH). The SrRuO3 bottom electrode layers were deposited from a ceramic target (Praxair) of 
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the same chemistry deposited at a heater temperature of 700°C in a dynamic 𝑝𝑂2
 of 100 mTorr 

with a laser fluence of 1.3 J/cm2 and a repetition rate of 15 Hz. Following the growth of the SrRuO3, 

the LSGM layers were deposited from a ceramic target of the same chemistry 

(La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.95Mg0.05O3) at a heater temperature of 800°C in a dynamic 𝑝𝑂2
of 40 mTorr with a 

laser fluence of 1.7 J/cm2 and repetition rate of 5 Hz. Following the growth of the LSGM, the 

LSCF films were grown from a ceramic target (Praxair) of the same chemistry 

(La0.8Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ) at a heater temperature of 700°C in a dynamic 𝑝𝑂2
of 150 mTorr with a 

laser fluence of 1.6 J/cm2 and repetition rate of 5 Hz. Following deposition, the films and 

heterostructures were cooled in a static 𝑝𝑂2
of 700 Torr at 10°C/min. For the single-layer LSCF 

films, the growth conditions were maintained as noted above, but growth was completed directly 

on the SrTiO3 (001), (110), and (111) substrates. 

Film crystal structure, surface, and surface stoichiometry characterization 

X-ray studies were conducted with a high-resolution X-ray diffractometer (X’pert Pro3, 

PANalytical).  θ-2θ line scans were used to probe the out-of-plane orientation of both single-layer 

films and tri-layer heterostructures from 10-70°. Two-dimensional reciprocal space mapping 

(RSM) studies were carried out to verify the epitaxy and strain state of the heterostructures. For 

the (001), (110), and (111) surfaces, the 103-, 221-, and 312-diffraction conditions were chosen, 

respectively, to obtain in-plane structural information for each heterostructure type. Surface 

topography was studied using an atomic force microscope (MFP-3D, Asylum Research). The 

outermost surface chemistry of the LSCF films was examined by low-energy ion scattering (LEIS) 

using a QTAC 100 (IONTOF). Prior to measurement the sample was cleaned in a preparation 

chamber in flowing oxygen for 40 min. before loading into the measurement chamber. The spectra 

were recorded with a 6 keV neon beam (1 nA) over a 1 mm2 area in static conditions. 
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Electrical-conductivity-relaxation measurements 

Electrical-conductivity-relaxation measurements were performed on 40-nm-thick, single-layer 

LSCF films with four platinum contacts deposited at the corners. The platinum contacts were then 

gold-wire bonded to a CERDIP chip carrier, which was subsequently loaded in the measurement 

setup. The measurement setup includes a home-built, tube-furnace-based measurement setup 

(Supplementary Fig. 1). An Al2O3 tube was sealed using KF flanges on both ends, with one end 

connected to a mechanical pump and the other with a customized KF-type flange through which 

we accomplished sample connection, gas inlet, and temperature monitoring. An alumina bar is 

mounted on the flange to hold the CERDIP chip carrier, and four silver wires with thermal shields 

were used to connect the chip carrier with external BNC ports via electrical feedthroughs. A 

Keithley 2400 current-voltage source was used (driving at 10 mV for current measurements) to 

monitor the electrical resistance change of the sample after a step change in pressure. The step 

change in 𝑝𝑂2
is controlled by a sudden open and close of the outlet pumping port, while the 

pressure was monitored simultaneously.  

Fabrication of half-cell structures 

Half-cell fabrication was carried out via a series of pulsed-laser deposition and photolithography 

steps (Supplementary Fig. 2). Initially, a bilayer consisting of the SrRuO3 counter-electrode layer 

and the LSGM electrolyte were synthesized in situ via pulsed-laser deposition. A photolithography 

step is used to define the circular area that will define the LSCF electrodes. The patterned sample 

is then returned to the pulsed-laser deposition chamber, and a room-temperature deposition of 80 

nm of MgO followed by 30 nm of ZnO is deposited using a laser fluence of 2.0 J/cm2 at a repetition 

rate of 15 Hz and a pressure of 5 mTorr in both cases. Following ZnO/MgO deposition, the 

photoresist is removed with acetone and isopropanol rinses, leaving a hard mask to define the 
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LSCF electrodes26, with the LSGM surface exposed. The LSGM surface is then plasma-cleaned 

for 60 sec. and immediately returned to the pulsed-laser deposition chamber. LSCF top electrodes 

are then deposited using the same conditions as the single-layer films. Following deposition, a 

continuous LSCF layer covers the entire structure. Liftoff of the underlying ZnO layer with a 

NaOH etch selectively dissolves the ZnO and removes excess LSCF that is not defined by the 

circular areas of the hardmask leaving the MgO insulating layer, and exposed circular electrodes 

of LSCF. A final photolithography step is performed to define the platinum pads which are used 

for wire-bonded electrical connection to the LSCF electrode. Liftoff of the excess photoresist with 

acetone leaves well-defined platinum pads that contact the edge of the LSCF electrode, completing 

the half-cell heterostructure. 

Electrochemical-impedance-spectroscopy studies  

Electrochemical-impedance-spectroscopy measurements were carried out in the same home-built, 

tube-furnace-based measurement setup (Supplementary Fig. 1). A PARSTAT 3000 potentiostat 

was used to perform the electrochemical-impedance-spectroscopic measurements from 0.5 Hz to 

500 kHz using a 10 mV excitation. For temperature control, an additional thermocouple was placed 

immediately adjacent to the sample holder to measure temperature near the sample surface. During 

the measurement, the temperature is monitored via the internal thermocouple mounted in 

proximity to the chip carrier and the PID setting of the heater was tuned to assure stable 

temperatures for this sample geometry. 𝑝𝑂2
was controlled by fixing the inlet flow of oxygen (flow 

rate at 4 sccm), while the outlet pumping speed was adjusted by changing the opening of the outlet 

pumping port to achieve target pressure. Using this setup, pressure control from 80 mTorr to 760 

Torr is achievable. Before measuring, the samples were allowed to equilibrate at each pressure and 

temperature for 20 minutes.  
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Density-functional-theory calculations 

All total-energy calculations were performed using plane-wave density functional theory (DFT) 

as implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP)27–29. The Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof (PBE) approximation to the exchange-correlation functional and projector augmented 

wave30 pseudopotentials were used. We include the Hubbard U (GGA+U)31,32 term to improve the 

description of the localized cobalt and iron 3d, with U = 5 eV for both. For the plane-wave basis a 

cutoff energy of 520 eV was used. Brillouin zone sampling was sufficient in all cases to converge 

total energies to within 0.01 eV per slab. All calculations were spin-polarized and initialized with 

a ferromagnetic configuration of cobalt and iron atoms, which was allowed to relax. The atomic 

coordinates and the volume of all the surfaces were fully relaxed during the simulations until the 

Hellmann-Feynman forces on each atom were below 0.01 eV/A. We have used graphical 

visualization package VESTA33 for all the surface models.  

The DFT slab composition was La0.75Sr0.25Co0.25Fe0.75O3 which is close to the 

experimentally synthesized sample. We simulated (La,Sr)O-, O2-, and (La,Sr)O3-terminated 

surfaces for (001)-, (110)-, and (111)-surface orientations, respectively. For all surface models we 

used symmetric slabs to avoid surface-dipole moments, with a vacuum region of 15 Å. The A- and 

B-site cation sublattices were occupied by lanthanum/strontium and iron/cobalt in an ordered 

manner for simplicity. For the (001) surface, there were a total of seven layers, four AO and three 

BO2 layers, containing 136 atoms in the supercell. For the (110) surface, there were a total of nine 

layers, four ABO and five O2 layers, containing 88 atoms in the supercell. For the (111) surface, 

there were a total of 13 layers, seven AO3 and six B layers, containing 136 atoms in the supercell. 

We used a 2x2x1 gamma-point k-mesh for the (001) and (111) surfaces and a 2x3x1 k-mesh for 
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the (110) surface. The slab energies were converged to within 5 meV per formula unit with respect 

to the k-points and energy cutoff.  

The oxygen vacancy formation energy 𝐸[𝑉𝑂] and the energy of the surface with the oxygen 

molecule adsorbed at the vacancy site 𝐸[𝑂2
𝑎𝑑𝑠] are referenced to the as-cleaved surface and, 

respectively, given by:  

𝐸[𝑉𝑂] = 𝐸[surface + 𝑉𝑂] − 𝐸[surface] +
1

2
𝜇𝑂2

 

𝐸[𝑂2
𝑎𝑑𝑠] = 𝐸[surface + 𝑉𝑂 + 𝑂2] − 𝐸[surface] −

1

2
𝜇𝑂2

 

where 𝐸[surface], 𝐸[surface + 𝑉𝑂], 𝐸[surface + 𝑉𝑂 + 𝑂2] are the total energies of the as-cleaved 

slabs, slabs with an oxygen vacancy present, and slabs with an oxygen molecule adsorbed into the 

vacant site, respectively. The quantity 
1

2
𝜇𝑂2

 is the chemical potential of oxygen, obtained here for 

standard conditions; note that we used the corrected value for the DFT-computed oxygen molecule 

energy owing to the fact that PBE is known to overbind the molecule.  

Ambient-pressure X-ray absorption and photoelectron spectroscopy 

AP-XAS and AP-XPS measurements were carried out on 20-nm-thick LSCF single-layer films at 

Beamline 9.3.2 of the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory34. 

Following alignment, samples were cleaned by heating to 350°C in 10 mTorr of oxygen while 

observing the carbon 1s peak shrink. After cleaning, the chamber was again pumped to 10-8 Torr 

and measurements were performed with increasing 𝑝𝑂2
. A photon energy of 670 eV was used for 

all AP-XPS measurements. Each measurement sequence took approximately 3 hours to obtain 

high-resolution oxygen 1s, strontium 3d, lanthanum 4d, and cobalt/iron 3p spectra in addition to 

the oxygen K-, cobalt L-, and iron L-edge absorption spectra. All XPS spectra were calibrated to 

the lanthanum 4d 5/2 excitation at 104.5 eV. Curve-fitting of the obtained XPS spectra was 
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performed using the CasaXPS software with a symmetric line shape produced from a 

Gaussian/Lorentzian product function, after subtracting a Shirley-type background. For strontium 

3d fitting of the spin-orbit split doublet, a fixed branching ratio of 3:2 and energy separation of 1.8 

eV was used. For lanthanum 4d fitting, a branching ratio of 3:2 and energy separation of 2.8 eV 

was used. Analysis of the surface stoichiometry was performed by scaling the integrated area of 

the peak of interest with its respective photoionization cross-section. The cobalt and iron L-edge 

XAS spectra were normalized to the peak intensity of the white line, without any pre-edge 

subtraction. The oxygen K edge was normalized by scaling the difference in background intensity 

before (~525 eV) and after (~548 eV) the main features in order to consistently normalize without 

the molecular oxygen adsorption at ~530 eV influencing normalization.  

 

Results & Discussion 

LSCF films 

We began by synthesizing single-layer LSCF films on SrTiO3 (001), (110), and (111) substrates 

via pulsed-laser deposition. X-ray diffraction line scans reveal single-phase, high-quality, epitaxial 

films wherein the growth orientation is set by the substrate (Fig. 1a). The LSCF composition used 

in this study is closely lattice-matched to the SrTiO3 substrate, and only the Laue thickness fringes 

are visible in the line scan35. The films have smooth surfaces with similar root-mean-squared 

roughness as revealed by atomic force microscopy (Supplementary Fig. 3). LEIS was used to study 

of the surface termination and revealed that, for all heterostructures, the outermost layer is A-site 

cation terminated (Supplementary Fig. 4). The only nuance being that the (111) surfaces show 

evidence of a low concentration of exposed B-site cations. This is consistent with previous studies 

which suggest that the outermost layer is primarily A-site cations, and B-site cations are present 
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only in sub-surface layers36. Thus, the (001) and (111) surfaces should be (La,Sr)O- and (La,Sr)O3-

terminated, respectively. For the (110) surfaces, although the expected termination is 

(La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O, no detectable B-site cations are present, indicating there has been significant A-

site segregation. This is confirmed by the strontium-to-lanthanum peak intensity ratios extracted 

from the LEIS of 1.44, 0.87, and 1.20 for the (001), (110), and (111) surfaces, respectively; all of 

which are larger than the ideal ratio of 0.25 (Supplementary Fig. 4, inset). This suggests that despite 

identical growth conditions and strain states, the different crystallographic surfaces stabilize 

different surface chemistries, which may deviate from the expected bulk stoichiometry.   

As a first probe of the electrochemical activity of these surfaces, we performed electrical-

conductivity-relaxation experiments on the three surface variants. Previous studies have shown 

different strontium-segregation rates for different perovskite surfaces, and that high levels of 

segregation can override the intrinsic differences in reactivity of the different crystal surfaces. As 

such, we performed electrochemical measurements at 350°C to slow the strontium-segregation 

kinetics. We measured the relaxation of normalized resistance from the LSCF layers following a 

step-change in pressure from 380 Torr to 200 Torr (Fig. 1b) resulting in the fastest response for 

(111)-oriented films, with the (001)-oriented films demonstrating the slowest response. The 

extracted kchem rate constants10,37 (Fig. 1c), show that (111) surfaces are nearly 5 times as reactive 

as (110)- and (001) surfaces. The observation of fast kinetics on (111)-oriented surfaces is in 

agreement with studies on related perovskite systems16,17 and the magnitude of kchem is comparable 

to studies on LSC-based electrodes measured at similar temperatures16,17,38. With the 

electrochemical trend established, we turn to half-cell-based measurements to further explore the 

origin of this orientation dependence. 

Epitaxial perovskite half-cells 
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In order to probe mechanistic differences governing the oxygen exchange on the different surface 

variants, we developed an epitaxial, all-perovskite, half-cell device for use in electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy experiments. The heterostructures are grown via pulsed-laser deposition 

and have the form 30 nm LSCF/150 nm LSGM/20 nm SrRuO3/SrTiO3 (001), (110), and (111). X-

ray diffraction line scans reveal that all heterostructures are composed of single-phase, high-quality, 

epitaxially grown layers wherein the growth orientation is set by the substrate (Fig. 2a-c). RSM 

studies suggest that all layers are epitaxially aligned and coherently strained (Supplementary Fig. 

5). 

The half-cell structures, shown schematically (Fig. 2d,e), were subsequently fabricated into 

real devices (Fig. 2f) to enable studies of the electrochemical response. As illustrated, the LSCF-

working electrodes (diameter 200 𝜇𝑚) are connected to platinum contacts by an arm that just 

touches the edge of the electrode; negligibly impacting the working area. The platinum contacts 

are insulated from the rest of the cell by an amorphous, insulating MgO layer. To analyze the 

impedance response, a lumped-element equivalent circuit is employed, consistent with work 

elsewhere (Fig. 2d)39,40. The top part of the circuit is given by parallel elements including a surface 

resistance 𝑅𝑠  and a constant-phase element 𝑄𝑠 , which together describe the surface-reaction 

process at the electrode-gas interface. Using circular electrodes with 200 µm diameter makes the 

electrochemical 𝑅𝑠 (> 10 kΩ) much larger than the ionic-transport impedance across the 150 nm 

electrolyte with same cross-section (<10 Ω based on the ionic conductivity for single-crystalline 

LSGM7,41 and LSCF42); this allows us to lump the ionic transmission line into a simple resistor 

given by the ionic-transport impedance Rion. The bottom part of the circuit is the charge-transfer 

impedance at the LSGM-SrRuO3 interface which is described by a parallel resistance 𝑅𝑐𝑡 and a 

constant-phase element 𝑄𝑐𝑡. Owing to the fact that the SrRuO3 is metallic and the electrolyte is 
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thin, under small electrical perturbations, the ionic charges at the LSGM-SrRuO3 interface are 

expected to be mainly compensated by the stoichiometric change of the LSGM electrolyte. 

Qualitatively, we assume that such stoichiometry change in the thin LSGM electrolyte is limited 

by diffusion at dilute concentration, and that the charge-transfer process is expected to show up at 

much higher frequencies in the impedance spectra compared to the surface-reaction process owing 

to small Rion. To further validate this assumption and to confirm that the geometry is surface-

reaction-limited, we have performed a set of additional experiments on the half-cells including 

working-electrode deactivation, electrode-area dependence, and electrolyte-thickness dependence 

studies, which all suggest that the major potential drop happens at the LSCF-gas interface 

(Supplementary Materials, Supplementary Fig. 6). Thus, in this geometry, operation of the half-

cell is surface-reaction-limited, providing a platform to isolate and study the active electrode-

surface reaction.  

 

Electrochemical testing of surface variants 

Electrochemical-impedance spectroscopy of the half-cells with different surface orientations was 

performed at 350°C in both air and dry oxygen. Representative spectra for the three half-cell 

orientations (Fig. 3a) reveal that all half-cell variants show a single, well-defined semicircle. The 

high-frequency intercepts (~ 1 𝑘Ω) likely arise from contributions of both ionic-transport (𝑅𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

and charge-transfer (𝑅𝑐𝑡) impedance. The low-frequency endpoints reflect the rate of the surface-

gas reaction. Fitting the spectra to the equivalent circuit yields 𝑅𝑠 which can be further converted 

into a surface-gas reaction rate constant 𝑘𝑞 =
𝑘𝑇

4𝑒2(𝑅𝑠∙𝐴)𝑐𝑜
, where 𝐴 is the electrode area and 𝑐𝑜 is 

the concentration of oxygen species calculated based on reported values47. The rate constants (in 

air) reveal that the (111) surfaces have reaction rates >3- and 2-times higher than that of the (001) 
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and (110) surfaces, respectively (Fig. 3b). In dry oxygen, the trend holds the same for the three 

orientations except for an overall higher reaction rate due to a richer oxygen concentration. The 

error bars are determined by measuring multiple devices each on two different sets of half-cell 

heterostructures; the small deviation indicates good consistency and repeatability48. The results 

from impedance spectroscopy exhibit the same trend and similar relative magnitudes of kq 

compared to 𝑘𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚  extracted from electrical-conductivity-relaxation measurements. These two 

measurements point to the same performance trend: (111) surfaces have gas-reaction-rate 

constants many times higher than the (001) and (110) surfaces.  

 

Probing the rate-limiting step 

Although the surface-gas reaction can be decomposed into several elementary steps (e.g., 

adsorption of oxygen molecules, reduction of adsorbed species, ion incorporation, etc.), it is 

assumed that at one step will be rate-limiting and dictate the 𝑝𝑂2
-dependence of the reaction43–45 

The resulting surface-reaction impedance will be related to 𝑝𝑂2  according to: 1 𝑅𝑠⁄ ∝ (𝑝𝑂2
)𝑚 , 

where 𝑚 depends on the nature of the rate-limiting step. To understand the reaction mechanisms, 

𝑝𝑂2
-dependent electrochemical-impedance spectroscopy (from 0.08-760 Torr) was performed (Fig. 

3c-e and Supplementary Fig. 7). All three surface variants were found to exhibit essentially the 

same 𝑝𝑂2
 dependence, differing only in magnitude of Rs. At low pressures (𝑝𝑂2

< 1 Torr), 𝑚 ≈ 1 

corresponding to a reaction that involves diatomic oxygen. In this case, the reaction may be limited 

simply by the surface coverage of adsorbed oxygen molecules (i.e., 𝑂2, 𝑔𝑎𝑠 →  𝑂2, 𝑎𝑑 ) or by 

charge-transfer to the adsorbed oxygen (i.e., 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑 → 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑
− + ℎ+ or 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑

−  → 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑
2− + ℎ+)43. At 

high pressures (𝑝𝑂2
> 1 Torr), 𝑚 ≈ 0.25 and likely corresponds with a charge-transfer-limited 

reaction. Here the species involved can be either dissociated, adsorbed oxygen atoms (𝑂𝑎𝑑) or 
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diatomic oxygen in one of three charge states: neutral 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑, superoxo 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑
− , or peroxo 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑

2− . In 

the case of  𝑂𝑎𝑑-reduction, this implies a change in the rate-limiting-step from adsorption to charge 

transfer as 𝑝𝑂2
 increases, whereas in the latter case, one rate-limiting, charge-transfer step 

(i.e., 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑
−  → 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑

2− + ℎ+) dominates the entire pressure regime, and the crossover in m is driven 

by a change in the surface coverage and resulting electrostatic interactions of charged-surface 

species49. With all surfaces demonstrating the same crossover, however, it appears there is no 

mechanistic difference that can explain the differences in reaction rate between the surfaces. Thus, 

we turn our focus to the details of the adsorption and charge-transfer process that determine the 

reaction rate.  

 

Exploring rate-limiting energetics from first principles 

To explore possible surface structural and electronic differences that could drive the observed 

electrochemical differences, we used DFT calculations to understand the driving forces for oxygen 

exchange on each surface52,53. We began by simulating the defect-free surfaces for each of the 

orientations, using A-site terminations enriched with 50% strontium to reflect the LEIS 

measurements. For (001) and (111) surfaces, this entails AO- and AO3-termination, respectively, 

while for (110) surfaces, we examined both defect-free ABO- and O2-terminated surfaces under 

the assumption that the two terminations are convertible and coexisting by oxygen 

adsorption/desorption. We calculated the energies of these surfaces following introduction of a 

surface-oxygen vacancy and subsequently an adsorbed-oxygen molecule and performing these 

calculations over sites that have either subsurface cobalt or iron allowed for comparison of the 

relative energies for oxygen exchange for the different B-site species.  
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The (001) (Fig. 4a), (110) (Fig. 4b), and (111) (Fig. 4c) surfaces were found to exhibit 

markedly different energy profiles for the hypothesized pathway. Focusing first on vacancy 

formation, the calculations reveal a sizable increase in energy (2-2.5 eV) when an oxygen vacancy 

is introduced to the (100) surface (Fig. 4a)46. On the other hand, vacancy formation on (111) 

surfaces results in a decrease in energy (Fig. 4c). This suggests that (111) surfaces are prone to 

spontaneous vacancy formation, while (100) surfaces limit vacancy formation. For (110) surfaces, 

the relationship is less clear (Fig. 4b). In the case of ABO-termination, vacancy formation results 

in an increase in energy (4.5 eV) even greater than that for the (100) surface, while vacancy 

formation on the O2-terminated surface results in a significant decrease in energy (0.72-0.9 eV), 

similar to the (111) surface. In other words, oxygen vacancies on (110) surfaces are unstable in the 

ABO plane, but are stable above the cations in the O2 plane.  

These trends are consistent with what would be expected from electrostatic considerations 

of surface polarity. For the (001) surface, an AO-termination with a stoichiometric La:Sr ratio of 

4:1 leaves the defect-free surface with a net charge of +0.8 per formula unit. Vacancy formation 

on this surface would further increase the surface charge, indicating it is unfavorable to form 

vacancies. Replacing lanthanum with strontium (i.e., strontium segregation) would reduce the net 

charge thereby electrostatically stabilizing the surface. The stoichiometric ABO-terminated (110) 

surfaces are similarly positively charged, and vacancy formation would worsen the electrostatic 

stability. Again, strontium segregation serves to reduce the surface charge and stabilize the surface. 

Applying the same treatment to the AO3-terminated (111) surfaces, the net charge of the surface is 

-3.2 per formula unit, and thus formation of positively charged oxygen vacancies serves to stabilize 

the surface polarity, likely explaining the favorability to form such vacancies observed in DFT. 

Thus, for both the (001) and (110) surfaces, surface charge hinders vacancy formation, and may 
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provide an additional driving force for strontium segregation, in addition to elastic and chemical 

driving forces47.  

Turning to the adsorption of molecular oxygen, the calculations reveal that adsorption at 

an oxygen-vacancy site results in a lowering of the surface energy in all cases, supporting studies 

that identify vacancy sites as the primary active site48. Additionally, we note that the bond-length 

of the adsorbed-oxygen molecule (~1.35 Å) is increased relative to that of molecular oxygen (1.23 

Å), indicative of an activated, superoxo 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑
−  as the stable adsorbed species; lending support to 

the reaction 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑
−  → 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑

2− + ℎ+as the rate-limiting step43,48. Interestingly, when the energies of 

the different subsurface cations are weighted by their relative concentration, the (100) and (111) 

surfaces have similar energy reductions upon adsorption of oxygen molecules (~1.1 eV) 

suggesting that the stabilization of vacancy sites on (111) surfaces is the main driving force for the 

increased electrochemical performance. The O2-terminated (110) surface has the most favorable 

energy of adsorption (~1.8 eV) while the ABO-terminated (110) surface has the least favorable 

adsorption energy (~0.7 eV). Thus, the (110) surface presents a case where the different 

terminations work in opposition, and the electrochemical results may reflect the competition 

between the (un)favorable terminations. These results, in conjunction with the absence of surface 

B-site cations in the LEIS data, merit a deeper study of possible surface reconstructions at these 

polar surfaces, and particularly on (110) surfaces.  

 

Surface electronic structure in ambient conditions 

Considering the DFT results, we aimed to directly probe the electronic structure associated with 

each surface orientation. To do this we performed AP-XAS and AP-XPS which allow for the 

measurement of elemental-specific spectra at high temperatures and in ambient gas environments34. 
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For each surface variant, the cobalt and iron L-edges and oxygen K-edges were probed at 350°C 

in oxygen pressures from 10-8 to 0.9 Torr to understand how the electronic structure is influenced 

by the interaction with molecular oxygen (Fig. 5a-c). While the XAS results are qualitatively 

similar across the different surface orientations (Supplementary Figs. S9-11), their pressure 

dependence provides insight into the interaction of these surfaces with oxygen molecules. At low 

𝑝𝑂2
, both the iron (Fig. 5a) and cobalt (Fig. 5b) L-edge spectra suggest that the cations have 

predominantly 3+ valence49–51. As oxygen is introduced the iron L-edge shows no change, whereas 

the cobalt L-edge broadens to higher photon energies, indicating an increase towards 4+ valence. 

This agrees with studies in bulk ceramics, where changing oxygen stoichiometry results in larger 

changes to the cobalt valence52. It has been shown that the electronic structure of iron changes 

from 3d5 to 3d5L, where L indicates a ligand hole, with increasing oxidation49. As such, changing 

the oxygen content of the lattice results in hole doping of primarily oxygen 2p character, and can 

be observed in measurements of the oxygen K edge (Fig. 5c). We observe two broad features at 

535 eV and 542 eV, corresponding to lanthanum/strontium 3d – oxygen 2p hybridized states, and 

cobalt/iron 3p – oxygen 2p hybridized states, respectively; however, the most significant changes 

are observed around a sharp peak at 530 eV, corresponding to excitations involving cobalt/iron 3d 

– oxygen 2p hybridized states. At low 𝑝𝑂2
, this peak is relatively sharp, and is attributed to 

excitation into unoccupied t2g ↓ states. As the pressure is increased, an increase in intensity at 528 

eV is observed, suggesting the depopulation of some eg ↑ states53,54 (i.e., hole-doping of the oxygen 

2p states as electrons are transferred to adsorbed oxygen to form the superoxo 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑
−  state). This 

pre-peak area provides a quantitative marker of oxygen adsorption (i.e., [ℎ+]), and comparison of 

the rate of pre-peak change for different surface orientations reveals a strong preference for hole 

doping on (110) surfaces as compared to (001) and (111) surfaces (Fig. 5d). The similarity in 
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driving force for oxygen adsorption provided by DFT for the (001) (-1.1 eV) and (111) (-1.37 eV) 

surfaces is manifested in the similar rate of pre-peak area increase extracted from XAS. The larger 

slope for the (110) surfaces may point to adsorption in the O2-plane rather than the ABO-plane 

considering the larger driving force for oxygen-molecule adsorption (-1.87 eV). Thus, the distinct 

bonding environments of each surface orientation give rise to distinct electronic interactions with 

oxygen.  

 

Understanding surface structure and chemistry 

The understanding gleaned from the LEIS, DFT, and XAS analysis naturally raises the question if 

different surface chemistries drive the observed electrochemical differences? We also measured 

the oxygen 1s, cobalt/iron 3p, strontium 3d, lanthanum 4d, and valence-band photoelectron 

excitations with a probing depth of ~1 nm using AP-XPS. We initially focus on the strontium 3d 

excitation, owing to the well-known deleterious effect of strontium segregation on catalytic 

reactivity55,56. For all three orientations, we observe the complex peak shapes typically found for 

strontium 3d peaks which are decomposed into a low- and high-binding-energy doublet which we 

attribute to “lattice-like” and “surface-like” strontium species, respectively (Fig. 6a-c)57. A more 

detailed discussion of the assignment of these peaks is presented in the Supplementary Materials. 

The “surface-like” excitation is observed to increase over the duration of the measurement at 

350°C, suggesting active strontium segregation (Fig. 6d); however, the (111) surface maintains 

the lowest “surface-like” contribution throughout. This supports the notion that the (111) surfaces 

have an electrostatic driving force originating from the surface polarity that limits strontium 

segregation compared to the other surfaces, in agreement with previous studies58. This strontium-

enriched surface can be confirmed without invoking the “surface-like” assignment by comparing 
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the total ratio of strontium to A-site species in the near-surface region (Fig. 6e). We see that while 

all surface orientations have a higher strontium concentration than the bulk stoichiometry, the (111) 

surface has the lowest overall concentration of near-surface strontium. 

Both the AP-XPS and LEIS point to significant deviations of the surface chemistry from 

the bulk stoichiometry. As such, we aimed to understand how these deviations impact the near-

surface B-site chemistry, which is expected to impact the available reaction sites. We quantify the 

B-site chemistry using the integrated peak areas from the core-level excitations for all cations, 

scaled appropriately by their respective photoionization cross-sections (Supplementary 

Materials)59. The (111) surfaces have the largest fraction of near-surface B-site cations (Fig. 6f). 

The trends in the fraction of B-site cations track closely with the trends in electrochemical response, 

whereas solely looking at the segregated strontium does not. It is interesting to note that, despite 

similar surface terminations among the three surfaces, a high degree of near-surface or subsurface 

B-site cations still enhances the catalytic reactivity14,15. Ultimately, these differences in surface 

chemistry explain the lack of mechanistic differences among the three surfaces. With a charge-

transfer-limited reaction, surface vacancies and near-surface B-site cations are needed for the 

formation of 𝑂2,𝑎𝑑
−  and subsequent reduction. Stabilizing high oxygen-vacancy concentration and 

a “large” number of B-site cations near the surface and limiting the electrostatic driving force for 

strontium segregation that quenches these sites results in faster reaction rates for the (111) surfaces. 

 

Conclusions 

We have demonstrated epitaxial all-perovskite half-cells that serve as a platform to study the 

electrochemical response of perovskite cathodes. Such epitaxial control allows for study of the 

electrochemical response of the different surfaces, revealing large differences in electrochemical 
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activity. While (001), (110), and (111) surfaces exhibit the same rate-limiting step for oxygen 

exchange, combined DFT and spectroscopic analyses reveal that the local bonding environment at 

the surface stabilizes distinct (non-bulk-like) surface chemistries. These results highlight the 

importance of understanding the possible surface reconstructions, and how deviations from bulk 

stoichiometry at surfaces may hinder otherwise favorable reaction kinetics. Fast reaction kinetics 

are found at (111) surfaces that exhibit a balance of important factors such as vacancy 

concentration, favorable adsorption energy, low strontium segregation, and high B-site availability. 

Whereas many studies have pursued performance optimization by tuning the bulk stoichiometry, 

new avenues for engineering can be envisioned whereby the materials chemistry is engineered to 

effect favorable surface chemistries and therefore higher catalytic activities.  
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Figures and Captions 

Fig. 1 | Electrical conductivity relaxation on epitaxial La0.8Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8O3 thin films. X-ray 

diffraction line-scans reveal high-quality epitaxial La0.8Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8O3 (LSCF) on (001)-, (110)-, 

and (111)-oriented SrTiO3 substrates. (b) Electrical-resistivity-relaxation measurements on single-

layer LSCF films demonstrate fast kinetics on (111) surfaces. (d) Rate constants extracted from 

fitting of relaxation measurements indicates the same performance trend as half-cell studies, with 

the fastest exchange happening on (111) surfaces. 
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Fig. 2 | Epitaxial all-perovskite half-cells with controlled surface orientation. X-ray diffraction 

line-scans reveal high-quality epitaxial La0.8Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8O3 (LSCF)/La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.95Mg0.05O3 

(LSGM)/SrRuO3 trilayer structures grown on (a) (001)-, (b) (110)-, and (c) (111)-oriented SrTiO3 

substrates. (d) A cross-section of the heterostructure and the corresponding equivalent circuit used 

for analysis of the half-cell. (e) Microfabrication provides a large number of devices to be patterned 

on a 5 x 5 mm substrate, allowing for statistical analysis of many devices. 
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Fig. 3 | Electrochemical measurements of LSCF cathodes with different surface orientations. 

(a)  Representative Nyquist plots from electrochemical-impedance-spectroscopy studies measure 

on the different surface variants in a dry O2 environment. (b) Rate constants calculated from the 

extracted Rs values illustrate the large difference in rate constant  
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Fig. 4 | First-principles calculations of surface vacancy formation and oxygen adsorption. 

DFT calculations illustrate the different formation energy for surface vacancies across the (a) (001), 

(b) (110) with both ABO-termination and O2-termination, and (c) (111) surface variants. Vacancy 

formation is unfavorable on (001) surfaces and ABO-terminated (110) surfaces, whereas (111) and 

O2-terminated (110) surfaces have favorable vacancy formation energies. 
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Fig. 5 | Electronic interactions of cathode surfaces. Representative X-ray absorption spectra 

from (110) surfaces as a function of pressure indicate changing surface electronic structure for the 

(a) iron L, (b) cobalt L, and (c) oxygen K edges. (d) Changing pre-peak area (shaded region in (c)) 

of the oxygen K edge is quantified to demonstrate the different propensities for adsorption and 

charge-transfer on different surfaces, lines are a guide for the eye. 
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Fig. 6 | Evolution of perovskite surface chemistry. Representative strontium 3d spectra for the 

(a) (001), (b) (110), and (c) (111) surfaces showing the different contributions of “surface” and 

“lattice” components. (d) In situ observation of strontium segregation is quantified using the 

relative intensities of the “surface” and “lattice” components of the strontium 3d excitation as a 

function of gas pressure. (e) XPS chemical analysis reveals that the different surface orientations 

have differing quantities of B-site cations in the near-surface region.  
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I. Electrochemical-measurement setup 

Electrochemical-impedance-spectroscopy measurements were carried out in a home-built, tube-

furnace-based measurement setup (Supplementary Fig. 1). An alumina tube was sealed using KF 

flanges on both ends, with one end connected to a mechanical pump and the other with a 

customized KF-type flange through which we accomplished sample connection, gas inlet, and 

temperature monitoring. An alumina bar is mounted on the flange to hold the sample which is 

gold-wire-bonded to a CERDIP chip carrier, and four silver wires with thermal shields were used 

to connect the chip carrier with external BNC ports via electrical feedthroughs. A PARSTAT 3000 

potentiostat was used to perform the electrochemical-impedance-spectroscopic measurements. For 

temperature control, an additional thermocouple was placed immediately adjacent to the sample 
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holder to measure temperature near the sample surface. During the measurement, the temperature 

is monitored via the internal thermocouple mounted in proximity to the chip carrier and the PID 

settings of the furnace were properly tuned to maintain steady temperatures for such a sample 

geometry. Oxygen-partial pressure was controlled by fixing the inlet flow of oxygen (flow rate at 

4 sccm), while the outlet pumping speed was adjusted by changing the opening of the outlet 

pumping port to achieve the target pressure. Using this setup, pressure control from 80 mTorr to 

760 Torr is achievable. Before measuring the samples were allowed to equilibrate at each pressure 

and temperature for 20 minutes.  

II. Half-cell fabrication  

Fabrication of the half-cell structures was carried out via a series of pulsed-laser deposition and 

photolithography steps (Supplementary Fig. 4). Initially, a bilayer consisting of the SrRuO3 

Supplementary Figure  1 | Details of the electrochemical measurement setup. The overall setup is based on a 

tube furnace (top left) with a custom sample holder (top middle) upon which a ceramic chip carrier enables the 

mounting and wire-bonded connection of the sample (top right) for measurement. A schematic cross-section view 

of the measurement setup (bottom) shows the setup and gas-flow direction (from right to left). 
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counter-electrode layer and the LSGM electrolyte are synthesized in situ. The resulting 

heterostructures are removed from the deposition chamber and photolithographically patterned.  

The photoresist is used to define an amorphous ZnO/MgO insulating layer, deposited at room-

temperature via pulsed-laser deposition. The photoresist is subsequently removed leaving behind 

a hard-mask of ZnO/MgO, which now serves to define the circular LSCF electrodes1. The bilayer 

with patterned hard-mask is reinserted into the pulsed-laser-deposition chamber and subsequent 

high-temperature deposition is used to grow the LSCF top electrode. The excess and unwanted 

LSCF (i.e., that not in the circular capacitor areas) is removed via liftoff of the ZnO layer through 

a NaOH etch which selectively dissolves the ZnO, leaving behind the MgO-insulating layer, and 

the circular electrodes of LSCF. A final photolithography step is performed to define the platinum 

pads which are used for wire-bonded electrical connection to the LSCF electrode. Lift-off of the 

excess photoresist and platinum leaves the completed half-cell structures.  

III. Thin-film growth and characterization 

Films used in this study were synthesized via pulsed-laser deposition and several studies were 

carried out to characterize the quality of the thin films. In addition to X-ray Diffraction studies, we 

performed atomic force microscopy to examine the surface topography of the films with different 

surface orientations (Supplementary Fig. 3). The surface of the LSCF electrodes was also probed 

via atomic force microscopy (AFM) to ensure smooth surfaces were obtained, and no extrinsic 

contributions from differences in surface roughness or secondary phases were influencing the 

results of the electrochemical measurements (Supplementary Fig. 1e-g).  

Supplementary Figure 2 | Schematic of the fabrication process for epitaxial half-cell samples. 
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 Low-energy ion-scattering (LEIS) measurements (Supplementary Fig. 4) were performed to 

understand the surface-termination of the as-grown LSCF films. The films are predominantly A-

site terminated for all three surface variants as expected based on previous studies of perovskite 

terminations 2–4. Only the (111)-terminated 

film shows evidence of a small 

concentration of surface B-site cations.  

 

Reciprocal-space maps of the tri-layer 

heterostructures with different surface 

orientations verify that all the layers are 

epitaxially strained to the SrTiO3 substrates, 

eliminating possible contributions from 

varying strain state to the observed 

differences in electrochemical reactivity 

(Supplementary Fig. 5). Owing to the different surface orientations, distinct diffraction conditions 

were probed to obtain information about the in-plane configuration of the heterostructures.  

Supplementary Figure 4 | Low-energy ion-scattering 

(LEIS) measurements. LEIS studies were undertaken to 

compare the as-grown surface chemistries of the different 

LSCF surface orientations. All three orientations were 

found to have A-site-rich terminations, with only the (111) 

surfaces showing any evidence of surface B-site cations, 

Inset shows the calculated ration of surface strontium to 

lanthanum ratio and reveals that all surfaces are non-

stoichiometric and have high levels of surface strontium.  

 

 

Supplementary Figure 4 | Atomic force microscopy of LSCF thin films. Surface topography scans of (a) (001)-, 

(b) (110)-, and (c) (111)-oriented LSCF thin films show smooth surfaces for all three surface orientations with no 

evidence of secondary phases or faceting, and comparable root-mean-square roughness.  

Supplementary Figure 3 | Atomic force microscopy of LSCF thin films. Surface topography scans of (a) (001)-, 

(b) (110)-, and (c) (111)-oriented LSCF thin films show smooth surfaces for all three surface orientations with no 

evidence of secondary phases or faceting, and comparable root-mean-square roughness.  
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IV. Half-cell Validation 

While previous studies have described the validity of microelectrode designs5–7, we performed 

several verification measurements using the as-described measurement setup to ensure our chosen 

geometry allows for isolation of the surface-reaction impedance. First, we confirm that the surface 

impedance, Rs, that is extracted is truly related to the oxygen reaction at the surface of the LSCF 

electrodes. In this case, covering the surface of the LSCF with an oxygen impermeable layer should 

serve to dramatically increase the surface-reaction impedance, by preventing interaction of the 

LSCF with the oxygen environment. Using a platinum blocking layer over the surface of the LSCF 

electrode, we observed an increase in Rs by almost an order of magnitude, indicating that the LSCF 

surface is indeed redox active (Supplementary Fig. 6a). Additionally, we aimed to ensure that the 

majority of the potential drop across the half-cell occurs at the LSCF-gas  

 

Supplementary Figure 6 | Reciprocal space maps of half-cell heterostructures. Reciprocal-space maps about 

off-axis diffraction peaks reveal epitaxial relationship and fully strained LSGM electrolyte and SrRuO3 counter-

electrode layers for (a) (001)-, (b) (110)-, and (c) (111)-oriented heterostructures. 

Supplementary Figure 5 | Reciprocal space maps of half-cell heterostructures. Reciprocal-space maps about 

off-axis diffraction peaks reveal epitaxial relationship and fully strained LSGM electrolyte and SrRuO3 counter-

electrode layers for (a) (001)-, (b) (110)-, and (c) (111)-oriented heterostructures.  
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interface, and that the measured impedance directly reflects this polarization resistance rather than 

diffusion processes in the LSGM electrolyte. The total electrical resistance of the half-cell device 

was directly related to the high-frequency intercept in a Nyquist plot. In the case of diffusion in 

the electrolyte contributing significantly to the measured impedance, we should observe a strong 

dependence of the high-frequency intercept on the LSGM thickness as is the case for a platinum 

electrode on the LSGM (Supplementary Fig. 6b). With an exposed LSCF electrode, however, we 

see no dependence on LSGM thickness, indicating that the surface-reaction is the limiting 

impedance in the half-cell, and that these devices adequately isolate the surface reaction for further 

study. Finally, it well known that the electrode-electrolyte-atmosphere triple-phase boundaries 

serves as the main reaction site for many cell geometries owing to enhanced ionic diffusion of 

reduced species. With good mixed-ionic-electronic conductors, in a thin-film geometry, the 

diffusion of oxygen anions no longer is a limiting factor and the reaction truly occurs at the 

Supplementary Figure 6 | Validation of the epitaxial half-cell heterostructures. (a) Comparison of an 

impedance measurement of the half-cell and one where the LSCF has been covered by a thin, platinum blocking 

layer reveals a large increase in the surface impedance when the LSCF surface is isolated from the gas 

environments, confirming that the LSCF is redox active. (b) Comparison of the low-frequency intercept of the 

Nyquist plot (RLF) between a half-cell device under study and one where platinum replaces the LSCF layer. The 

high-frequency intercept in a Nyquist-plot is related to the ohmic drop across the entire device. The large change 

in the Pt/LSGM impedance with increased LSGM thickness is expected when the majority of the ohmic drop is 

across the electrolyte layer. The half-cells under investigation show little to no change when the LSGM thickness 

is increased, confirming that most of the potential drop occurs across the LSCF-gas interface rather than the LSGM 

thickness, and the ionic diffusion in the LSGM is not contributing to the measured impedance. (c) Area dependence 

of Rs is used to understand the contribution from the triple-phase boundaries in these devices. The linear increase 

in Rs with increasing working electrode area shows that the measured reaction rate is a property of the surface and 

not the LSCF/LSGM/gas triple-phase boundary. 
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electrode surface. This can be seen in the area dependence of the impedance Rs. We observed a 

linear scaling of Rs with electrode area (Supplementary Fig. 6c), indicating the active sites for 

oxygen reaction are at the exposed LSCF surface and triple-phase boundaries provide negligible 

contribution to the measured impedance.  

IV. 𝒑𝑶𝟐-dependent impedance spectroscopy 

The results of 𝑝𝑂2 -dependent impedance-spectroscopy studies are presented in the main text. 

Representative Nyquist plots obtained for such 𝑝𝑂2-dependent measurements on the three surface 

variants are presented here (Supplementary Fig. 7). The increasing Rs with decreasing 𝑝𝑂2 can be 

observed in the progressively increasing low-frequency intercept. For a given pressure, the (111) 

surface produces significantly smaller Rs values at all pressures studied. It can be seen, that the 

high-frequency intercept remains constant for all measurements except for the very lowest 

pressures measured where a small shoulder appears. The origin of this shoulder was not studied 

Supplementary Figure 7 | 

Nyquist plots from 𝒑𝑶𝟐 -

dependent impedance 

spectroscopy studies. Pressure 

-dependent studies for (a) (001), 

(b) (110), and (c) (111) surfaces 

reveal a decrease in the high-

frequency intercept as 𝑝𝑂2  is 

increased. The low-frequency 

intercept does not change until 

the lowest pressure, indicating 

that the half-cell geometry 

nicely isolates the surface-

reaction process at pressure of 

interest. The right graph shows a 

zoom-in of the low-frequency 

range. The electrochemical 

reaction rate between the 

different surfaces can be 

observed to increase from the 

decreasing high-frequency 

intercepts from (001) to (110) to 

(111) surfaces. 
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in-depth here, but maybe related to the decreasing oxygen conductivity of the electrode at reduced 

oxygen pressures, adding an additional contribution to the half-cell impedance. 

 

V. Ambient-pressure X-ray photoelectron and absorption spectroscopy 

Spectroscopic studies were performed as a function of oxygen pressure at 350°C at beamline 9.3.2 

of the Advanced Light Source. Prior to measurement, samples were cleaned in 10 mTorr of 

gaseous oxygen at 350°C for 15 min. while observing the carbon 1s excitation to ensure 

carbonaceous contaminants were removed. A representative spectrum of the carbon 1s peak is 

presented (Supplementary Fig. 8) and shows no carbon 1s peak, which appears at >284 eV 

depending on the type of contaminant. The only peak observed in this range is a weak peak from 

the strontium 3p 1/2 excitation, confirming samples were appropriately cleaned prior to 

measurement. Spectra for the oxygen K- (Supplementary Fig. 9), cobalt L- (Supplementary Fig. 

10), and iron L-edge (Supplementary Fig. 11) absorptions for all orientations present qualitatively 

similar behavior as a function of oxygen pressure. Difference curves obtained by subtracting a 

given spectrum from the low pressure (10-8 Torr) 

spectrum were used to better visualize the change 

in absorption with increasing pressure. 

Supplementary Figure 8 | XPS measurements 

after sample cleaning. Measurements in the range 

of the carbon 1s excitation post-cleaning 

procedure reveals no adventitious or carbonaceous 

contamination on the surface of the samples prior 

to AP-XAS and AP-XPS measurements. 
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Supplementary Figure 10 | 𝒑𝑶𝟐-dependent XAS measurements of the cobalt L edge. Studies for the (a) (001), 

(b) (110), and (c) (111) surfaces reveal a changing oxidation state with increasing 𝑝𝑂2 . The initial cobalt appears 

to be mainly 3+, and increasing width indicates the partial oxidation to 4+ valence. The bottom panel shows the 

difference curves for each pressure with respect to XAS measured at 10-8 Torr. The difference curves illustrate the 

change in oxidation state as two peaks that appear on either side of the cobalt white line at ~780 eV. 

Supplementary Figure 9 | 𝒑𝑶𝟐-dependent XAS measurements of the oxygen K edge. Studies for the (a) (001), 

(b) (110), and (c) (111) surfaces reveals that the different surface variants exhibit a change in the pre-peak intensity 

around 528 eV with increasing 𝑝𝑂2 . The bottom panel shows the difference curves for each pressure with respect 

to XAS measured at 10-8 Torr. The changing pre-peak intensity shows up as an emerging peak at 528 eV. The 

large dip at 531 eV is due to gaseous O2 in the measurement chamber.  
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In the oxygen K-edge spectra (Supplementary Fig. 9), a clear peak at ~528 eV appears with 

increasing 𝑝𝑂2. The area of this peak was integrated to obtain a quantitative understanding of the 

hole doping associated with O2-adsorption. The cobalt L-edge (Supplementary Fig. 10) shows 

slight changes with increasing 𝑝𝑂2, related to oxidation of some Co3+ to Co4+. The differences in 

signal-to-noise ratio between the different surface orientation are likely a reflection of the quantity 

of cobalt atoms in the probed region. As revealed by the XPS measurements, the (111) surface has 

more near-surface B-site cations, producing cleaner XAS spectra compared to the (110) and, 

particularly, the (001) surfaces. The iron L-edge (Supplementary Fig. 11) shows no change for the 

three orientations, with the exception of a shoulder that appears at the lowest pressures in the (001) 

surfaces. This shoulder disappears upon introduction of some oxygen, with no further change upon 

further increasing 𝑝𝑂2. With no further change at higher 𝑝𝑂2 this shoulder is likely the result of 

Supplementary Figure 11 | 𝒑𝑶𝟐-dependent XAS measurements of the iron L edge. Studies for the (a) (001), 

(b) (110), and (c) (111) surfaces reveal little to no change in oxidation state with increasing 𝑝𝑂2 . A low-energy 

shoulder is observed in the measurement of the (001) surface at 10-8 Torr, but this shoulder disappears after 

reaching 1 mTorr and subsequent scans show no further change. The origin of this shoulder is unclear, but may be 

due to some reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ after heating in UHV conditions, which is then recovered after introduction 

of sufficient pressures of oxygen. The bottom panel shows the difference curves for each pressure with respect to 

XAS measured at 10-8 Torr. The difference curves illustrate the minimal change in oxidation state. 
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some small fraction of Fe2+ remaining near the surface of the as-grown film, which is oxidized 

upon exposure to O2.  

Photoelectron excitations were also measured in ambient conditions to understand the near 

surface chemistry of the three different orientations. All spectra were aligned to the low binding 

energy peak of the lanthanum 4d photoemission peak, which is typically not sensitive to oxygen 

pressure, and resulted in the valence-band edge being located at 0 eV, as is expected for the 

metallic nature of LSCF at elevated temperatures8.  The probe depth of these measurements, at an 

excitation energy of 670 eV, was calculated to be ~1.3 nm, using the NIST Inelastic Mean-Free 

Path Database9. Representative spectra for the four core-level excitations under investigation show 

similar peak shapes among the different orientations with some small exceptions (Supplementary 

Fig. 12). The oxygen 1s emission peak was fit using two or three components, similar to previous 

studies on perovskite cathodes10; however, in this study we focus on the cation stoichiometry12,13. 

 The strontium 3d peak was fit with four components, as typically done with A-site cation 

emission peaks. Spin-orbit splitting introduces a 3/2-5/2 doublet, which are fit using a fixed 

branching ratio of 3:2 and a binding energy shift of the +1.8 eV for the 3/2 component relative to 

the 5/2 component10,11. The strontium 3d peak is fit with low-binding-energy (LBE) and high-

binding-energy (HBE) doublets. The HBE doublet has been observed in many different strontium-

containing samples, but the precise origin is still under investigation12. Many reports attribute the 

HBE doublet to “surface” species, be it surface-terminated strontium, or secondary strontium-

based phases that form at surfaces10,13,14. In this study, we adopt the “surface-like” attribution of 

the HBE doublet, owing to the similarity with previous studies, and the changing contributions 

from the “surface-like” and “lattice-like” species observed during the measurement, as would be 
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expected for strontium-segregation at elevated temperatures. The difference in the magnitude of 

the “surface-like” component between the different surface orientations can be clearly seen 

(Supplementary Fig.12). The 𝑝𝑂2 -dependence of the relative “surface-like” and “lattice-like” 

contributions were calculated by taking the total area of the “surface-like” components over the 

total area of the strontium 3d excitation for each spectra measured at each pressure (Supplementary 

Supplementary Figure 12 | Representative spectra of the four main core-level excitations. This study focused 

on four different core-level excitations for the three surface orientations including the oxygen 1s, strontium 3d, 

lanthanum 4d, and cobalt/iron 3p levels for (a-d, respectively) (001), (e-h, respectively) (110), and (i-k, 

respectively) (111) surfaces. All three surfaces show qualitatively similar spectra. The oxygen 1s spectra for all 

three surfaces were fit using a “surface” and “lattice” component, with the relative intensity corresponding well 

with the relative intensity of strontium “surface” and “lattice” components. The (001) and (110) oxygen 1s spectra 

were fit with a third component, occasionally attributed to M-O bond of unknown origin; however, this component 

was not needed to obtain a good fit for the (111) surface. The complex splitting of transition metal 3p states and 

the overlapping of the cobalt and iron 3p excitations prevented any meaningful insight to be gained from fitting of 

components of those states. As such, the integrated area of the entire peak was used to quantify the overall B-site 

cation chemistry at the surface. 
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Fig. 13). The lanthanum 4d photoemission peak was treated in a similar manner with a branching 

ratio of 3:2 for the 5/2-3/2 doublet and a binding energy shift of 2.8 eV15. The lanthanum 4d 

excitation also shows the presence of overlapping LBE and HBE doublets. These doublets may 

also be related to “surface-like” and “lattice-like” species, in the same manner as the strontium 3d 

excitation; however, the lanthanum 4d excitations are known to involve other final-state and 

plasmon effects that complicate quantitative extraction15. The cobalt/iron 3p has a complex line 

shape due to the various possible photoemission peaks and the possible overlapping of the cobalt 

and iron contributions. Accurately fitting such transition-metal excitations is known to involve 

many components, which dramatically reduces the confidence in extracting any meaningful insight 

from individual contributions16,17. Owing to the difficulty in assigning precise origins to the various 

components in the cobalt/iron 3p excitation, and the open debate regarding the origin of the 

LBE/HBE doublets in the lanthanum 4d and strontium 3d excitations, we focus on the total area 

of each excitation. In this study, the total area of the combined cobalt/iron 3p peak was used to 

Supplementary Figure 13 | Evolution of (001) surface with varying 

oxygen pressure. Representative XPS spectra of the strontium 3d 

excitation measured on the (001) surface as a function of 𝑝𝑂2 . The 

overall line shape changes slightly with the increase in the  

intensity of the high energy peak. Strontium segregation  

can be observed as an increase of the “surface”  

component (dotted fill) and the decrease of the 

“lattice” component (solid fill) with  

increasing 𝑝𝑂2 .  
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calculate the relative ratio of B-site cations in the near-surface region. For normalization using the 

photoionization cross-section, the iron and cobalt contributions were separated at 59.5 eV. The 

peak area integrated above 59.5 eV was normalized using the cobalt photoionization cross-section 

of 0.17 and the area below 59.5 eV was normalized using the iron photoionization cross-section 

of 0.15. While there is likely some additional error in the quantification of the B-site concentration 

induced by the potential overlapping of iron and cobalt peaks, as well as differences in the 

information depth of the cobalt/iron 3p excitation compared to the lanthanum 4d and strontium 3d 

excitation, our goal is to evaluate the differences between the different surface orientations rather 

than obtain precise quantitative compositions. Thus, we believe the trends observed between the 

different surface orientations are still valid. To support the validity of these quantitative analyses, 

we calculated the strontium-to-lanthanum ratio in the near-surface regime, using the total 

integrated area from the strontium 3d and lanthanum 4d excitations, normalized by their respective 

photoionization cross-sections (0.7 and 0.5, 

respectively), and provide an estimation of the 

A-site stoichiometry in the probed region. The 

ideal, bulk ratio is expected to be 0.2, and the 

measured ratio (main text, Fig. 6e) is shown to 

be ~0.30, indicating good agreement with the 

expected stoichiometry, and reflecting the 

increase in the near-surface strontium content 

by ~50%, and again confirming that the (111) 

surfaces have the least strontium in the near-

surface region. While we observe a change in 

Supplementary Figure 14 | Pressure dependence of 

La 4d  components. . (Unlike the “surface” strontium 

concentration, which increases with increasing 𝑝𝑂2  at 

elevated temperatures, the relative contributions of the 

LBE and HBE components of the La 4d  excitation 

does not change over the course of the measurement.  
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the relative contributions of the LBE and HBE doublets for the strontium 3d over the course of the 

measurement, we observe no change in the relative contributions from LBE and HBE doubles for 

the lanthanum 4d excitation, which maintains a constant ratio for the duration of the measurements, 

indicating no change in surface lanthanum 

concentration and supporting  the use of 

lanthanum as an internal standard for binding-

energy calibration (Supplementary Fig. 14). 

Finally, the binding energy of the “surface” 

component of strontium is not the same for all 

three surface orientations, indicating the 

bonding environment of surface-terminated 

strontium is distinct on the different surfaces 

(Supplementary Fig. 15); however, no shift in 

these binding energies was observed with 

increasing 𝑝𝑂2 .           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Supplementary Figure 15 | Binding energy 

evolution with surface orientation. The binding 

energies of the strontium 3d 3/2 and 5/2 excitations are 

compared across the three surface variants. No change 

is observed for the “lattice” component, as is expected 

for the three surface variants which have the same bulk 

chemistry. The “surface” components have binding 

energies differing by ~0.5 eV showing that (111) 

surface strontium have larger effective positive charge 

than those on the (110) or (001) surfaces. 
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